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4. Project SJMAHOID is eoajrised of few agents i H3MASDID (D. S. citisen 
cognisant of employer of Station Chief, principal agent, cut-out), EUMASCIID-I.— 
(indigenous agent, postal Intercept) , EKU50HU1 (indigenous agent, postal ! ; 
intercept), and KiKAH3TD-Tn (indigenous agent, penetration of the Vapgmrdda. r 
Popular which is the coeamnlst party of Costa Rica). —
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(a) Cut-out services (ttDUBOID).

(b) Penetration of consranist party (iHJMANOID-IIl).

(c) Postal Intercept (HUMANOID I and HUMANOID II).

(d) Penetration of communist women*a front*

(e) Information emanating from university and intellectual 
circles (HUMANOID).

(f) Parallel penetration of coessninlst party.

(g) Additional sources of information on political movements.

The current method (a) of contact and c; between HUMAN DID
and HUMANOID—III la not clear to Headquarters. 1RSA-1084 indicated that
HUMANOID planned to close his photo shop thus eliminating the letter drop and 
safe house that had been used previously for contacts between these agents* 
5RSA-1215 pointed out that "contact between cut-cut (HUMA.NOID) and agent 
(HUMANOID-III) is the weakest security link in the project at this tine.* 
It is expected that the field security survey will describe present contacts 
and communications in sufficient detail to clarify these points and indicate 
if the security risk involved has been removed or reasonably minimised*

7* Contact end communication between HUMANOID and the postal intercept 
agents appears to be reasonably secure. However, it is noted that the Director 
of the Post Office is witting of the operation* His permission to intercept 
cossounist mall was obtained by HUMANOID who Indicated to the Director that 
"the Americans" were interested in communist literature and correspondence* 
The Director himself originally selected the two clerks (HUMANOID—I and 
EUNAHOID-II) who were assigned to the task of intercepting mail* Since <n— 
ceptlon of the operation coverage has gradually increased to cover any sail 
of interest rather than merely conrainist correspondence. The station presumes 
that this expanded coverage has done without the knowledge of the Director.

/been
The alacrity (apparently) with which the Director acceded to HDUBOID’s 

request, and the assumption that the Director is not aware of the expanded 
coverage, suggests possible security hasards which should be considered by the 
field station. Of importance is the possibility that the nail intercept is a 
shared operation. It is publicly known that postal authorities intercept and 
sometimes confiscate communist correspondence. Costa Rican officials, par
ticularly the Director of the Post Office, might willingly provide HUXASDID 
with correspondence in order to detect the nature of our intelligence interests, 
identify higher elements in the net, control the operation, etc.
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It Is recasoended that thia aspect of the operation be ccaraented 
open by the station with a view to strengthening the security and evaluating 
ths risks involved in terns of value derived from the operation. Is a first 
step It is suggested that biographic information be furnish*! Headquarters in 
order that we nay initiate a none chock on the Director. The station should 
also Indicate the desirability of initiating security clearance action. This 
would seen to be especially inportant if the Director has extensive knowledge 
of the intercept, ar other, station operations.

8. A study of past operational data suggests the possibility that too 
much dependence is being placed on the principal agent and cut-out HUMANOID. 
At the present tine he acts as cut-out for two nets (sail intercept and 
penetration of the Vangusrdia. Popular). Recent renewal of the project en
visaged implementation of other objectives which nay require ths recruitment 
of additional agents and the creation of additional nets. If HUMANOID*s 
cut-out functions were to be extended to such additional nets, fttre is the 
possibility that  of this one key individual would jeopardise 
virtually all our operations in the area.

canproBd.se

It is rtcomaended that this natter be considered by the station if 
and when any additional nets are created. Consideration should be given to 
the recruitment of additional cut-outs in order to avoid over dependence on 
a single agent.

9. In March 1951 a technical surveillance was conducted on an individual 
of Interest. Two agents HuHAauID and HUMANIST were utilised in the nonltaring 
phase of the operation. When local authorities detected the operation, ! 
HUMANIST was apprehended, interrogated, and ultimately revealed the identity 
of the Chief of Station (since replaced). After a thorough review of available 
evidence, Headquarters concurred with the station's opinion that EIHANOID 
probably had not been identified by the Costa Rican Governnent. However, it 
is noted that the investigation by the goverment was conducted by Jorge PACHECO, 
Chief of Detectives and reportedly a follower of Jose 7IGU1RES.

PACHECO’s participation in the investigation nay or nay not be significant because of his adherence to FI GUISES. In any event it is reccssaended 
that HUMANOID*s role in the surveillance operation be thoroughly reviewed if 
FIGUERES* presidential aspirations are fulfilled in the national elections 
next year. It is also recoraended that constant efforts be made to confirm the 
belief that HUXAfiOID was not contaminated.

10. A review of HUKAHOWs past and present contacts with agent personnel 
reveals that he baa had clandestine intelligence relations with HUMANIST 
(paragraph 9, above), HUGGUl, HUMANOID-I, HUKANOID-II, and HUMAHDID-III. 
Both HUMANIST and HUGGER have been terminated, and there is no evidence to 
indicate the circumstances attending their termination have in ajy way affected 
the security of HUMANOID. Nonetheless, it is.noted that HUMANOID*s intelligence 
activities are known to a widening circle of indigenous agents. In this 
connection it must also be remembered that HUMANOID*a services in behalf of 
■the Americans" are known to the Director of the San Jose Post Office (para
graph 7 above). Moreover, in July 1951, IRSA-985 reported the fact that 
HUMANOID*b wife, a Costa Rican, was witting of his intelligence activities.
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It is reccrsnended that the above Information be evaluated by the 
field station when the independent field survey of project HUMANOID is 
tmdertaken. Pertinent cessments should be made regarding the significance 
of this information from a security viewpoint*

11* In Bumaary, it is recommended that HUMANOID exercise extreme caution 
In all of his intelligence activities* Although there is no clearly defined 
security problem involved, paragraphs 9 and 10, above, suggest areas of 
possible danger*

12* The attached diagram illustrates our present understaniing of the 
HUMANOID operation. Ccrameuts on the diagram as well as the text of the 
above review will bo appreciated*

1 Attachment

RW:hw
19 September 1952
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